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The County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania (CCAP) staff has daily contact with members and staff 
of the General Assembly, but local county officials and their staff also have an important role to play in CCAP’s 
effectiveness as a lobbying organization. Similar to many other associations representing various interests before 

the state legislature, grassroots lobbying is an important part of CCAP’s policy efforts on behalf of counties. As county 
commissioners and council members know very well, elected officials are ultimately accountable to their constituents. 
CCAP lobbyists represent a larger statewide body consisting of the interests of all 67 counties, so when we talk 
with individual legislators, we are often asked how an issue we are lobbying impacts the legislator’s home county. 
Legislators are primarily concerned with how an issue impacts their particular district, so a message from the local 
level that reinforces the CCAP message is often what it takes to persuade a legislator to support CCAP’s position.

Periodically you receive a “call to action” via email asking you to contact your House or Senate members to convey 
a position on a bill that they will be considering. When those calls to action come, we hope you will consider picking 
up the phone or sending a note to ask your legislators to take action. But ideally before you need to ask someone for 
something, you want to have a rapport with the person from whom you need action.

Many county officials already have personal and political relationships with their legislators, but newly elected county 
officials find themselves needing to work with their legislative delegation in a different capacity, or just to build a 
stronger relationship with their legislators in general. Whatever your situation, this toolkit is designed to give you 
some tips and pointers that will help you improve these relationships for the good of your county and to achieve 
CCAP’s policy objectives.

In addition to this publication, CCAP will begin sending periodic session updates, while continuing our normal 
publications such as the Legislative Bulletin. The session updates will give you a prospective look at key lobbying 
issues in the coming months. We hope this will be useful to you in your periodic meetings with your legislative 
delegation. If you would like to be sure you don’t miss these communications, please send your email address to 
PACountiesGR@pacounties.org. The government relations staff is always available to answer member questions or 
provide assistance as you talk with your legislators about county issues.

A Note From the 
Government Relations Staff
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• Some forms of communication are more effective than others. Aside from face-to-face visits, telephone 
calls, a personal email or letter are most effective. These are preferred over a communication from an 
automated system such as the CCAP Legislative Action Center. 

• Explain the issue as simply and straightforward as you can. Be sure to include the local impact - how this 
issue will affect your county, how much money it will cost local taxpayers, etc. Be prepared to provide the 
legislator with a bill number whenever possible.

• Utilize your key county staff as a resource. If the issue you need to discuss impacts funding of county 
children and youth programs, consider taking your agency director with you to the meeting. These types of 
individuals can provide an important perspective as well as technical expertise. 

• Seize the opportunity to talk to staff as well as legislators. If a legislator is not available, do not decline 
an invitation to talk to a member of his or her staff. 

• Establish yourself as a resource on county issues. You are the expert on issues impacting your county. 
Offer to provide any assistance you are able to give your legislator(s) on any county issues that come before 
the General Assembly. 

• Meet with your legislator at home in the district. It is not always necessary to go to Harrisburg to visit 
your senator or representative. CCAP encourages participation in its organized legislative workdays at 
the capitol, but visits in the local offices while the legislature is not in session are also effective. When the 
legislature is not in session, the legislator may be able to afford more time to meet locally than would be 
available at the capitol in the midst of voting sessions, committee meetings and caucus. Session dates can be 
found at the House and Senate Web pages on the inside back cover.

• Emphasize the local connection. You bring the local perspective to any issue, and have a shared 
constituency with your legislators. The well-being of those constituents is the greatest interest for you 
as a local elected official, as well as for the state legislator. Just like the private sector, public officials are 
increasingly more connected through electronic communication media, but a personal visit or a handwritten 
letter never go out of style as effective lobbying tools. When choosing your method, consider what you know 
about the legislator’s personal preferences, as well as the speed with which you need to get your message 
through. The next page includes a few medium-specific tips for communicating with your legislators.

• Consider a site visit and/or extended event. Showcasing the services you offer can reinforce the impact a 
legislator’s vote on a particular bill or budget has on the county and local constituents. Consider hosting the 
event to begin early in the morning, with breakfast included. Once you have selected a date and time, send 
invitations to all House and Senate members from your county and invite them to bring staff. The invitation 
should include an agenda, or at least an outline of the events. If you can, limit the length of your event from 
one to two hours. 

• Follow up with CCAP staff. Send an email to PACountiesGR@pacounties.org to reflect feedback that you 
receive from your legislators so that CCAP staff can follow up as needed. 

   Nine Strategies for Communication
with your Legislative Delegation
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VISIT YOUR LEGISLATORS

• Make an appointment/schedule a specific time to meet
• Let them know what issues you want to discuss ahead of time
• Prepare to state your position in 10 minutes or less 
• Ascertain their position and gather any outstanding questions they may have
• Bring materials to leave with them if applicable
• Follow up afterward and be sure to thank them for their time

PHONE YOUR LEGISLATORS

• Make notes before the call
• State the issue - be specific
• Explain your position using three of your most compelling arguments
• Ask for their position or thoughts
• Follow up where needed
• If they do not call back, consider following up later via phone or other means of communication

EMAIL YOUR LEGISLATORS

• Personalize it, but keep it brief
• Make sure they know it’s coming from a government partner
• State your position in the beginning

WRITE YOUR LEGISLATORS

• Include your return address in the body
• If you are a constituent, say so
• State your position in the first paragraph of the letter - be specific
• Say it in a page or less
• Ask for a response

NO MATTER THE CONTACT METHOD OR MEDIUM  

Focus on a limited number of issues. Plan three to five key talking points to support your position. Be sure to localize 
the issue and add data or stories to demonstate impact on your shared constituencies.  Avoid technical jargon. 
Offer to be a resource, and follow up on your promises.

Make the local connection—why is this issue important to their district? 

   Communicating with State Officials
in a Digital Age
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The Pennsylvania Right to Know Law dictates when meetings must be open to the public. When commissioners 
discuss meeting with their legislators as a group, concerns are often raised about whether this becomes a 
public meeting if a quorum of the county board is attending. Title 65, beginning with section 701, sets a general 
standard that all meetings of covered agencies at which agency business is transacted are open to the public, 
unless closed for some reason specifically stated in the law. This law creates a three-part test for determining 
whether a meeting is subject to the law. All three conditions must be met for the law to apply:

• PREARRANGEMENT - Typically, this includes the normal advertised regular or special meetings, 
but can include other meetings for which the members of the agency received advance notice. It 
does not include chance encounters, nor does it include other nominally “scheduled” public events 
such as church services, theater events, and so on. 

• PARTICIPATION BY A QUORUM - This test is commonly met for most county boards, which 
consist of three members and thus have a quorum any time two are present. 

• DELIBERATIONS OR OFFICIAL ACTION ON AGENCY BUSINESS - The definitions of 
either “deliberations” or “official action” must be met. Deliberations are “the discussion of agency 
business held for the purpose of making a decision,” and official action includes: recommendations 
made by an agency pursuant to statute, ordinance or executive order; the establishment of policy by 
an agency; the decisions on agency business made by an agency; or the vote taken by any agency on 
any motion, proposal, resolution, rule, regulation, ordinance, report or order.

If you are conducting a meeting between your legislators and one or more of your fellow commissioners or a 
quorum of your council members, the prearrangement and quorum tests have clearly been met. The outstanding 
question that remains is whether this meeting constitutes deliberations or official action on agency business. 

Agency business is defined in the law as “the framing, preparation, making or enactment of laws, policy 
or regulations, the creation of liability by contract or otherwise, or the adjudication of rights, duties and 
responsibilities, but not including administrative action.” Case law does not address this issue, but the types of 
topics you will discuss in this meeting likely dictate whether you are in fact deliberating agency business. For 
example, a discussion of general policy topics on behalf of CCAP would likely not be considered agency business, 
but lobbying on a county-specific issue may be considered agency business. 

If you are unsure whether the agenda for your legislative visit constitutes agency business, please discuss the 
circumstances with your solicitor. 

     Meeting with your Legislators 
and the Sunshine Law
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Budget lobbying encompasses a large and intensive portion of the legislative calendar. The Governor’s proposed 
budget is announced in February and the final commonwealth budget is not required to be adopted until June 
30. The challenges of lobbying the budget are unique from most other policy issues, but grassroots involvement 
is still very important. Here are a few things of which county officials should be aware: 

BUDGET CHALLENGE: Many important commonwealth budget decisions are ultimately 
made by a few people.

Strategy: Counties with contacts to leaders in the House and Senate are necessary in budget lobbying, 
but contacts to the rank and file are also important. When making funding requests of rank and file 
members, your challenge is to convince them of the importance of the topic you are discussing, and your 
“ask” should be that they urge their leaders to support your cause. Counties with contacts to leadership 
can work directly at educating the leaders and keeping county funding issues on their budget agenda so 
that the county message is carried to the negotiating table.

BUDGET CHALLENGE: Thousands of groups and individuals are competing for a larger 
amount of state funding.

Strategy: This is a prime example of when it helps to have an established relationship with your legislator 
before you need something from them. During budget season, legislators are inundated with contacts 
from people they have never met, or only see when they make an annual call to ask for funding. You will 
have an edge over everyone else. Remember that you serve shared constituencies, so you can appeal 
to your common interest in joining together to protect the best interest of those constituents. As a local 
official, you are the most credible source for information on the local impact of budget issues.

BUDGET CHALLENGE: Human services funding continues to be one of CCAP’s biggest 
commonwealth budget fights, but commissioners are often further removed from these 
issues than their department heads and human services professional.

Strategy: CCAP encourages commissioners/council members to consider putting the expertise of trusted 
county staff into use during meetings with your legislators regarding the budget. They may be able to 
assist you with providing some facts and figures, as well as on the ground examples of how funding cuts 
to state mandated program “x” have affected your constituents. The following page discusses rules and 
regulations that apply to county employees who engage in advocacy. 

Lobbying for County-Related Funding in
the Commonwealth Budget 
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As county, state and federal legislators are charged with making critical budget and policy decisions that affect 
constituents, it is imperative that they are provided with accurate, detailed information to assist them in making 
informed and responsible choices. CCAP encourages counties to communicate directly with their state and federal 
legislators to keep them informed. When human services issues are discussed, commissioners and key county human 
services staff should make joint visits and contacts with their legislators.

County employees covered by the Hatch Act or the Civil Service Act are able to assist commissioners in presenting 
county human services facts and needs to state and federal legislators. The Hatch Act covers state, county and 
municipal executive agencies in connection with programs financed in whole or in part by loans or grants made by 
the United States or a federal agency. The Civil Service Act covers all state and county employees that are currently 
employed under Civil Service status.

WHAT ARE COVERED COUNTY EMPLOYEES PERMITTED TO DO?

• Prepare and deliver testimony
• Educate legislators, in writing or in person, about human services funding and policy issues
• Host and attend legislative events such as human services advocacy day or candidate forums

WHAT ARE COVERED COUNTY EMPLOYEES NOT PERMITTED TO DO?

• Be candidates for public office in a partisan elections
• Use official authority or influence to interfere with or affect the results of an election or nomination
• Directly or indirectly coerce contributions from subordinates in support of a political party or candidate

County Employees and 
Human Services Advocacy 
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   User Guide to CCAP’s 
Legislative Action Center 

CCAP makes available to all members talking points, sample letters, emails and other resources that allow you to 
quickly contact your legislators on key issues before the General Assembly. CCAP staff composes the text of the 
messages for you, and you are able to download and edit this text before sending to your legislator. Members are 
encouraged to personalize the message text and to add facts specific to your county. 

• To use the Legislative Action Center, go to the CCAP home page and click on the Legislative Action Center link 
under the Advocacy tab.

• Click on the Find Your Legislator link, and select your county from the drop down menu.

• Click on a legislator’s name to access their Harrisburg and district office mailing addresses, phone numbers and 
email addresses.

• If sending a letter or email, open the sample letter you would like to send, insert your legislator’s contact in-
formation, personalize the message with your local impacts and place on your county’s letterhead if you would 
like.

• Print your letter or copy your message into a new email in your email client. 

• Keep checking back to the Legislative Action Center for additional resources, such as fact sheets you can use 
when you meet with your legislators.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONSIDERATION OF LEGISLATION

A bill may originate in either chamber. It is assigned an identification number based on the chamber of origin (i.e., 
House Bill 4, Senate Bill 56). Each bill also has a printer’s number - this number changes every time the text of the 
bill is modified in any way. After a bill is introduced, it is assigned to a standing committee. Committees may hold 
hearings on the bill, or simply vote it out without a hearing. A committee chair may also choose not to bring a bill 
up for a vote.

If a bill makes it out of committee, it must be considered on the floor of the originating chamber on three separate 
days. Sometime during this time period, both Republican and Democrat caucuses will review the bill. The bill also 
must be passed through the Appropriations Committee for a fiscal note before final consideration. If the bill is 
ultimately brought up for a vote, debate only occurs on day three of consideration. If the bill passes, it moves to 
the other chamber, and the committee review process and three separate considerations must be repeated.

If the second chamber amends the bill, it must return to the chamber of origin for a concurrence vote. Both 
chambers have to agree on an identical version of the bill before it moves to the Governor’s desk. This 
means a bill may be exchanged between chambers several times before a compromise is reached. If both 
chambers insist on different amendments, the bill moves to conference committee to craft a compromise, and 
both chambers must approve the conference report before it advances to the Governor. 
 
GOVERNOR’S CONSIDERATION OF LEGISLATION

When a piece of legislation arrives on the Governor’s desk, he has 10 days to act. The Governor has several 
options:

• Sign the legislation as is.

• Not sign the legislation. The bill automatically becomes law if not acted upon.

• Veto the bill. A veto can be overridden by a 2/3 majority vote in both the House and Senate.

• Veto certain portions of budget legislation, known as the line-item veto. Line item vetoes can also be 
overridden in the same manner as a full veto. A bill that becomes law is assigned an act number, and will 
be called Act ## of (year). In other words, there is an Act 1 of 1956, Act 1 of 1922, Act 1 of 2006, etc. The act 
will be codified into existing law. 

Pennsylvania’s Legislative Process: 
A Refresher Course in the Basics
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Quick Links
To Important Sites for You

CCAP 
www.pacounties.org

ADVOCACY
www.pacounties.org/advocacy

COMMONWEALTH BUDGET 
www.pacounties.org/advocacy/budget-news

PENNSYLVANIA COUNTY PLATFORM
www.pacounties.org/advocacy/policy

COUNTY PRIORITIES 
www.pacounties.org/advocacy/priorities

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
www.house.state.pa.us

PENNSYLVANIA SENATE
www.pasen.gov

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
www.pa.gov
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The CCAP Government Relations team provides its member 
counties with a strong, unified and representative voice for 
county government, working with county officials to educate and 
lobby the General Assembly, the Administration and Congress. 
Each year, CCAP members set policy and establish legislative 
priorities on key issues that affect counties and their residents.

CCAP also provides timely, accurate information to keep 
members current with what is going on in Harrisburg and tools 
for members to engage in local advocacy through the Legislative 
Action Center.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ASSOCIATION  
OF PENNSYLVANIA

The County Commissioners Association of Pennsylvania (CCAP) 
is the voice of county government; a statewide, nonprofit, 
nonpartisan association representing all 67 counties in 
Pennsylvania. CCAP members include the county commissioners, 
council members, county executives, administrators, chief clerks 
and solicitors.

CCAP advocates as the unifying voice of all Pennsylvania counties 
and provides leadership and support for excellence in county 
government. 

CCAP’s legislative and regulatory policies promote flexibility 
and autonomy for county government. CCAP supports county 
leadership that is responsive to the needs and circumstances of 
the people. CCAP stands against state and federal actions that 
limit fiscal, administrative or programmatic authority over those 
developed locally.

Founded in 1886, CCAP is an affiliate of the National Association 
of Counties.
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